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Comment
ADAM SMITH AS A MORAL PHILOSOPHER·
A COMMENT
,
L>avid E. H. Gay

In a recent issue of this Review Professor Douglas y Th t ·
· d
'
• ors em sum.
manze so~~ of the arguments for treating Smith's works, in toto. This
was a~ am 1t10us undertaking that is potentially rewarding' and the
~ut~or sdef_forts should be applauded. This comment finesses the record
c~te a~ introduces complementary arguments to strengthen such
viewpoint.
a
First, the record on a holistic approach to Smith's work which appea
. scholarship ... [whereas] the
rs
as ... A strong t heme o_f t h e b'1centennial
earlier tendency, particularly ar:nong economists, has been to given
autonomy to The Wealth of Nations, and to neglect Smith's other contributions"' has not been neglected, as the author alleged, by the profess10n. For example there are substantive articles by Viner' and Morrow'in
the sequicentennial volume on Smith's magnum opus. Other similar
comments arc widely available. Professor Thorstein's criticism is partially on target since a better question is not has a holistic approach been
overlooked by some of the profession, but what do you gain and at wha1
co~t using such an approach? Smith's use of the impartial spectator to
explain how an individual's actions may be modified by the urgency of
seeking social approval from peers, and thus the realization that the selfinterest axiom can be shaped by other forces, may be important. But the
previous article in this Review does not address this question, raised by
Viner nearly 55 years ago, whereby "I will further endeavor to show tha1
the Wealth of Nations was a better book because of its partial breach
with the Theory of Moral Sentiments, and that it could not have remained, as it has, a living book were it not that in its methods of analysis,
its basic assumptions, and its conclusions it abandoned the absolutism,
the rigidity, the romanticism which characterize the earlier book."' Surely one would have to argue that the additional search would add sufficient insights to justify it. The Theory of Moral Sentiments isn't quickly
read or understood. Agreeing with Viner's assessment one is more likely
to be better off by reading portiom of The Wealth of Nations instead.
Secondly, the author's view of Smith's "moral philosophy" is to_o
narrow. When Smith moved from teaching logic and accepted the Chair
of Moral Philosophy at the University of Glasgow he divided the subject
into natural theology, ethics, jurisprudence, and economics. Thorstein's
article concentrated on the second and fourth one. To develop moral
philosophy in Smith's tradition one should refer to natural theology_and
jurisprudence. The former topic remains underidentified in Smith's
writings. The latter topic was promised in The Theory of M_oral Sen·
timents, whereby "I shall, in another discourse, endeavor to give an a~count of the general principles of law and government ... not only 10
what concerns justice, but in what concerns police, revenue,_ and arms,
and whatever is the object of law."• But the promise remained unful·
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filled as his manuscripts were destroyed while on his death bed.
However, there are lecture notes from the 1762-63 session and probably
the 1763-64 sessions. The latter version was edited by Edwin Cannan and
published in 1896, while the former was discovered in 1958. Both versions were related' and have been recently published as Lectures on

Jurisprudence.'

To argue that the exegesis of Smith's 1hough1 as a moral philosopher
must include the Theory of Moral Sentiments would be strengthened by
including the jurisprudential section as well. Both sets of jurisprudence
notes reinforce each ocher and one infers that they are generally reliable
transcriptions of Smith·s classes. In particular, to understand Smith's
moral philosophy, the jurisprudence section should be included. Briefly,
the jurisprudential section included justice ("security from injury"),
police ("Cheapne,s of commodities, public security, and cleanliness").
revenue ("the proper means of levying revenue"), and arm, (defense) a,
v.ell as international law, "the privileges of aliens, and proper grounds
for making war."' One need~ to understand the origin and evolution of
codified relatiom that we call laws and our legal system. In the Wealth of
Notions the administration of justice with a court system is readily
described by Smith as the second duty of the sovereign, ' 0 but is not fully
developed there. In short one n.:eds a theory of \tate behavior, the administrauon of justice, the management of government affairs and
revenues.
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0

Ju 5t1ce.

Also \ee David E. R. Gay, "Adam Smith and the Courts,"
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Law and Economics Workshop Seminar, Law and Economics Centei,
University of Miami, April 1980.
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